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Abstract 
Two-dimensional digitized curves are often approximated by some piecewise linear or high-order curves. The 
approximation usually results in a compact and effective representation for further applications. In this paper, we 
propose new algorithms to approximate digitized curves by piecewise circular arcs with geometric continuity G O or G t. 
First, iterative methods are proposed to solve the best single arc and biarc approximation problems of a digitized curve 
with respect o the maximum norm. The basic notion of our methods is to show that the error functions of two 
approximations are unimodal functions, so techniques developed in optimization theory can be used to search for the 
best approximation. Then the piecewise arcs approximation problems can be solved by applying these approximation 
algorithms to construct an arcwise curve such that each join point between two arcs is G O or G 1 continuity and its 
maximum approximation error is no more than a given tolerance ~ > 0. Some experimental results are given to 
demonstrate he quality and the performance of the proposed algorithms. 
Keywords: Digitized curve; Arc approximation; Biarc approximation 
AMS classification: 68U05 
1. Introduction 
In image analysis, computer vision and computer graphics, much research as been aimed at the 
approximation f two-dimensional digitized curves by using piecewise linear or high-order curves. 
Digitized curves often occur as boundaries of objects in images or as hand sketch with a digitizing 
pen. In general, a digitized curve can be regarded as an ordered set of points in the plane. Using 
mathematical curves to approximate digitized curves results in a compact and effective representa- 
tion and, therefore, is useful for shape representation [2], data reduction [20] and feature 
extraction [9]. 
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Since polynomial approximation or series expansions are inadequate to represent a complex 
digitized curve, a common approach used is the piecewise approximation of mathematical curves 
[5, 12, 17, 23]. For designing a good approximation algorithm, the accuracy and the simplicity are 
two important criteria. The accuracy is measured by the error between the digitized curve and the 
approximate curve. The simplicity refers to the number of curve segments o represent the digitized 
curve. There does exist a trade-off between the accuracy and the simplicity. Therefore, many cases 
are content with the solution by specifying a tolerance of the approximation and looking for the 
smallest number of curve segments such that the error of approximation does not exceed a given 
tolerance. 
In applications such as numerically controlled machine tools, line segments and circular arcs are 
basic primitives for part programming [11]. Hence curves are usually approximated by lines and 
arcs. For polygonal approximations of digitized curves, many research results have been published 
[5, 6, 20, 22]. In this paper, we confine ourselves to the study of approximation ofdigitized curves 
by piecewise arcs, i.e., to approximate a given digitized curve by the smallest possible number of 
piecewise arcs with geometric ontinuity G o or G 1 [7] such that the maximum error of the 
approximate curve is no more than a specified tolerance  > 0. Several solutions for this problem 
have been proposed [13, 19, 21, 23, 24]. A general strategy used by these solutions is to find a good 
single arc (biarc) algorithm first and then to incorporate this method into knot selection techniques 
[5, 8, 21, 22] to obtain the piecewise approximation. Hence the major difference of these solutions is 
on the single arc (biarc) approximation algorithm used. 
For the piecewise approximation with G o continuity, Rosin and West [21, 23] adopted the 
convention technique for curve fitting to solve the single arc approximation problem by minimiz- 
ing the mean square error function. Since the accuracy of the approximation is measured by L~ 
norm, this method does not result in the best approximation. Moreover, it is inefficient if the 
number of points is large. By observing the inefficiency of least squares methods and the instability 
of iterative methods, available at that time, Piegl [19] proposed a simple method to compute 
a reasonable substitution for the best fitting arc. Since his method requires neither least squares 
computation or iterative refinement, it is very efficient. However, as there is no refinement 
procedure for single arc approximation, Piegl's method usually results in more arc segments. 
Although a geometric algorithm based on the construction of the restricted nearest-and-furthest 
Voronoi diagram has been proposed to find the best single fitting arc in [24], the construction of 
Voronoi diagram is rather complicated. In this paper, by applying the notion of unimodality, we 
introduce a new iterative method which converges to the best fitting arc. Moreover, the golden 
section search is used to ensure the efficiency of the convergence. 
For the approximation with G 1 continuity, Meek and Walton [13] used the techniques 
developed for arc splines [3, 14-16] to approximate the given digitized curve. Since their method 
for computing a single biarc was originally designed for interpolation, it involves only two 
endpoints and the corresponding tangents. The computation of their method is, therefore, simple 
and efficient. Nevertheless, as the intermediate points are ignored in this method, the computed 
biarc is likely not faithful to the given data and further subdivisions are required to attain the 
required accuracy. Similar to the case of single arc approximation, in this paper we show that the 
error function of an approximate biarc is also unimodal. Therefore, the best fitting biarc can be 
searched by standard iterative methods [1, 4]. Several examples are given to demonstrate he 
performance and the quality of our method and to compare our method with the existing one. 
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2. Preliminaries 
In this section, we will introduce the notion of unimodal functions [-1, 4] which will be used 
extensively in the following discussions. First, let us consider a real-valued function defined in the 
interval I = Ix1, Xu]. Then, f is increasing (resp. decreasing) in I = [xl, xu] if f (x l) ~<f(x2) (resp. 
f (x1)~f (x2) )  whenever Xl ~x1 ~x2 ~Xu and f is strictly increasing (resp. decreasing) if 
f (x l )  <f(x2)  (resp.f(xx) >f(x2))  whenever xl ~< xl < x2 % Xu. 
Definition 1. A continuous funct ionf is  (strictly) unimodal in the interval I --- [Xl, x , ]  if there exists 
an x* e I such that f is (strictly) decreasing in [xl, x*] and (strictly) increasing in Ix*, x,].  
We give three remarks on this definition, First, the unimodal functions defined in [1, 4] are 
strictly unimodal functions according to our definition, since the strict monotonicit ies are required 
in their definition. However, in the following study, functions may take constant value in some 
interval of I. Hence we have to modify and extend their definition to include these functions. 
Second, as we lift the strictness to allow functions to be constant in some interval of I, the search 
methods proposed in [-1, 4] are no more applicable directly. Hence extra care must be taken to 
ensure the convergence of the search. Third, since functions we are interested in are all continuous, 
we purposely require functions to be continuous to avoid some lengthy discussions at discontinu- 
ous points. The following theorem can be obtained by induction. 
Theorem 2. I f  f l , f2,  ... ,j', are unimodal in I = [xl,xu], then f= max{f l , f2 ,  ... , f ,} is also 
unimodal in I. 
3. The best single arc approximation 
Let A = {V1, 1/2 . . . .  , V,} be a digitized curve. In this section, we consider the problem of 
approximating A by a single arc with endpoints V1 and V,. More precisely, among all arcs with 
endpoints V1 and V., try to find the best approximate arc of A with respect o the maximum norm. 
3.1. Geometric preliminaries 
Let V1 = ( - a, 0) and V. = (a, 0) be the two endpoints of digitized curve A = { VI, I/2, ... , V, }. 
Let Y,, be the unique circular arc with endpoints V1 and V, that crosses the y-axis at M = (0, m), 
which is called the midpoint of Ym in [19]. Suppose that A is approximated by the arc Y,,. Then the 
error of the approximation can be measured by the distance between A and F,,, i.e., 
Eo~(A, Fm) = maxi{e,(m)} where e,(m) --- min {d(V, P): P e Y,,} where d is the Euclidean distance 
between two points. The single arc approximation problem in equivalent to find an m* such that 
the error 
Eoo(m) = Eo~(A, Ym) = maxT= 1 {ei(rn)} (1) 
is min imum at m -- m*. 
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Before starting the search of m*, we decide the concavity of the approximation first. As 1/1 and Vn 
are on the x-axis, if all points lie above (under) the x-axis, then it is clear that the best approximate 
arc is concave downward (upward). Furthermore, if the points are scattered on both sides of the 
x-axis, the concavity of the approximation is determined by the furthest point of A with respect o 
the x-axis. If the furthest point is above the x-axis, the concavity is downward; otherwise, it is 
upward. 
3.2. Search interval and search method 
In this subsection, we will discuss how to find m* such that the error function defined in Eq. (1) 
can be minimized. For each V~ = (x~,yi), 2 ~< i ~< n - 1, there corresponds a unique Fro, passing 
through V~ with midpoint M~ = (0, mi). It is clear that the optimal points m* is located in the search 
interval 1 = [m~in, mmax] ,  where mmi n = min {m2, m3,  . . .  , ran- 1 } and mmax = max {m2, m3,  . . .  , 
mn- 1 }. If mmin mmax < 0 then the search interval can be reduced according to the concavity of the 
approximation as follows: if it is concave downward, then the search interval is defined as 
I = [-0, mmax'];  otherwise, I = [-mmin,0-].  
The following lemma provides a clue of finding m* e I such that E~(m*) is the minimum. 
Lemma 3. The distance function ei(m) is unimodal in I, for every i, 1 <~ i <<. n. 
Proof. For simplicity, we only prove the concave downward case, i.e., m > 0 for every m s I. The 
case of concave upward can be proved similarly. 
Let FI = {Fm : m e I }. Then for every m ~ I, we define Rm to be the region bounded by the arcs Fm 
and Ymo,o. Then the set of arcs in F~ is monotonic in the sense that if m I < m 2 then R,,, c Rm~ (see 
Fig. 1). Let V~ = (xi, Yi), and consider the case Yi > 0. By the construction of search interval I, there 




(a) concave downward  
increasing ', 
(b)  concave upward  
Fig. 1. Two families of arcs with fixed endpoints .  
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then Rm, c R,.,,, which implies dist (V/,/'m") = dist(v/,Rm,,) ~< dist (V/,Rm,) = dist (1//, Ym'). Hence 
ei(m') >~ ei(m"), i.e., el(m) is decreasing in [mmi,,mi,]. Similarly, el(m) is increasing in [mi, mmax-]. 
Hence ei(m) is unimodal in I. 
For the case y~ ~< 0, we partition the lower half-plane of the x-axis into three regions, namely, (I) 
x < - a, (II) - a ~< x ~< a, and (III) x > a. Suppose that V/is in the region (I). Let l be the line 
which is perpendicular to V/V1 at 1/1 and Ym o ~ F be the arc tangent to l. Then we have 
el(m) = I Vi Vll = constant in [0, m°,] and el(m) is decreasing in [m °, ~). Therefore l(m) is decreasing 
in I, which implies el(m) is unimodal in I with m*= mma x. Similarly, el(m) is increasing (resp. 
decreasing) if the point V/is the region (II) (resp. region (III)). Hence e~(m) is unimodal for every i, 
l <~ i <~ n. [] 
By Theorem 2 and Lemma 3, we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 4. The error function E~(m) is unimodal in I. 
In the following, we try to find the midpoint m* in [mmin, mmax- ] such that the error function of 
Eo~ (m) is min imum at m = m*. Suppose two points m, and mb with mmin <: m, < mb < mmax are 
given. Then the interval I is partit ioned into three subinterval 11 = [mmin, ma'], 12 = [ma, mb'] and 
13 = [mb, mmax'] respectively. If E~(m,) < Eo~(mb), then it is trivial that the min imum point cannot 
be in the interval 13. So 13 can be removed. Similarly, if E~ (ma) > E~ (mb), then 11 can be removed. 
For the case Eoo(m,) = E~(mb), if E~(m) is strictly unimodal function, the min imum point must be 
in interval I2. But if E~(m) is not strictly unimodal function, then the situation becomes more 
complicated since the min imum can occur in any subinterval. To overcome this difficulty, find the 
integer i and j such that E~ (m,) = ei(m,) and E~ (mb) = ej(mb). Then find the regions where V/and 
Vj are located. Using the monotonicit ies of e~ and ej to remove the unwanted intervals. For 
example, if e~ or ej is decreasing then remove 11 and if e~ or ej is increasing then remove 13. This is 
because if ei is decreasing then Eo~ (m) >1 ei(m) >~ e~(m,) for every m e 11. Hence the minimum is not 
in the interval 11. 
The next task is to develop selection algorithms for m, and mb SO that the reduction can converge 
efficiently. The most straightforward method is the bisection search [4-]. This method selects m, and 
mb close to the center of the search interval, therefore it successively halves the size of the search 
interval. There is a better search technique called golden section search [4]. For each iteration, it 
requires only one evaluation instead of two in the bisection search. 
The search process terminates when the length of reduced search interval I = [ff/min, gnmax] is less 
than a user-defined tolerance > O. If we choose ~ = ½ (r~min + r~max) as the approximate solution, 
then the following theorem ensures that IEo~(rh) - E~(m*)[ ~< e if Ir~ - m*l ~< e. 
Theorem 5. I f  Im' - m"l <<, e, then IE~(m') - E~(m")[ ~< ~,for every m' and m" in I. 
Proof. Let V/ be an arbitrary point in the plane. Choose the point A~ Vm, such that 
ei(m') = dist(v/, Ym,) = IV/AI, and the point B ~ Fro,, such that dist(A, Ym,,) = IABI. By the definition 
of function ei(m) and the triangle inequality, we have ei(m")=dist(V,Y~,,)<<,lV~Bl<<, 
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lAB] + [VIA] ~< [AB] + ei(m'). Furthermore, since the distance from any point of Fro, to the arc 
~('m" is bounded by [m' - m" [, we have ei(m" ) <~ e -I- el(re' ). 
Similarly, if we choose the point B 'e  Fro" and A'~ Ym' such that ei(m")= [V/B'[ and 
dist(B', Fro') = [A'B;[, then we can prove eg(m') -e  <~ e~(m"). Since the proof is independent of i, 
e~(m') - e <~ ei(m") <~ e~(m') + ~ for all i, 1 ~< i ~< n. By taking the maximum over i to inequalities, we 
E I t/", t/ have max,{e~(m')}-e<~ ~qrn ~ = maxi{e~(m )} <~ max~{e,(m')} + e. That is, [E~(m') 
E~(m")[ ~<e. [] 
4. G O piecewise arcs approximation 
Since a single arc is far from enough to represent a general digitized curve, using several pieces of 
arcs to represent the given curve becomes inevitable. In this section, we will discuss the piecewise 
arcs approximation problem with fixed knots. That is, we try to approximate the given digitized 
curve by piecewise arcs which satisfy the following conditions: (1) the approximation is within 
a given tolerance, (2) the knot points must belong to the digitized curve, and (3) the number of arcs 
is as few as possible. 
Let Error(i,j) be the error of the approximate arc found by the algorithm in Section 3 for 
points V~, Vi + 1, . . . ,  Vj. For incremental search [-22], it starts from 1/1 and adds one point at a time 
until Error(l , /) is greater than the tolerance . Then approximate points V1, V2, . . . ,  V~-I by 
a single arc, and start the same process from Vi-1 again, until all points have been examined. 
Obviously the incremental search method is not efficient especially for a long and almost circular 
digitized curve. Instead of adding one point once a time, the doubling search [8] doubles the 
increment after each success approximation and stops at jth iteration if Error (i, i + 2 j) > e. Then 
the expected knot point lies between the (i + 2 j-  1)th point and the (i + 2J)th point, and it can be 
determined by the binary search. The doubling search often yields a better performance and a fewer 
number of approximate curve segments than the incremental search. For recursive subdivision 
[21], all points are approximated by an arc first. If the error is greater than e, then subdivide the 
digitized curve into two subcurves of approximately equal size and then approximate each of them 
recursively. The dynamic programming method [-5] is basically an exhaustive search. Suppose that 
F(x) stands for the minimum number of segments of the approximation for points from V~ to Vx. 
Then initialize F(1) to zero, and iteratively find F( j )  = mm~= 1 {1 + F(i) I Error (i, j) ~< ~}. Hence 
F(n) is the minimum number of approximate arcs. This method always results in an approximation 
with the smallest number of arcs. 
5. The best single biarc approximation 
In general, a curve generated by stitching a sequence of arcs with G O continuity is not smooth. 
For applications in computer graphics, such as font generation, garment pattern design and 
animations, ome pieces of digitized curves extracted from scanned templates are preferable to be 
approximated by smooth curves. In this section we introduce the notion of biarcs and show that it 
can be used to solve the smoothness problem in piecewise arcs approximation. 
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5.1. Geometric preliminaries 
A biarc is a curve which is composed of two arcs such that they have the same unit tangent vector 
at the join point. Given two points A and C and two unit vectors TA and Tc, let F be the family of 
biarcs passing through A and C with tangent vectors Ta and Tc at A and C, respectively. Let Y ~ F 
and J be the join point of ~. Then it has been shown that the locus of J is a circle also passing 
through A and C [14] (see Fig. 2). For convenience, this circle, denoted by ~, is called the Join 
Locus circle (JL circle for short) with respect to points A, C and vectors TA, Tc, and the center of~2 is 
denoted by O. Since there is one-to-one correspondence b tween Y ~ F and J ~ ~2, the set F can be 
represented by ~2. 
Without loss of generality, we assume A = ( - a,0) and C = (a, 0) (a > 0) and let arg(r) denote 
the polar angle of the vector v, i.e., the angle from the positive x-axis to v. For simplicity, we assume 
01 = arg(Ta) and 02 = arg(Tc) are in the interval ( - ½~, ½re). Then, a biarc can be classified into 
C-shaped (no inflection point) and S-shaped (one inflection point) depending on 01, 02 and the 
position of J. An example of the relations between the shape and the join location are shown in 
Fig. 2. 
Let l A and lc be the line passing through A and C with direction TA and Tc, respectively. Then it is 
clear that l a and Ic partition the plane into four regions (or three regions if la H lc), and there is only 
one region, denoted by R*, which contains AC. Since some biarcs in F may traverse across multiple 
regions, they are too complicated to be candidates for the approximation. Hence, we are only 
interested in a subset, denoted by F*, ofF  such that if Y~ F* then Y c R*, i.e., Y lies entirely in the 
region R*. For example, in Fig. 2(a) the given condition is 0t 02 < 0 and F* corresponds to the 
arc F~'C, and in Fig. 2(b) the given condition is 0102 > 0 and F* corresponds to the arc A~. Then it 
can be shown that if 0102 < 0 then the biarcs in F* are C-shaped and if 0102/> 0 then the biarcs in 
F* are S-shaped. 
It is known that every Y~ F* can be identified by its join point J ~ O. Hence, we can use Y, or Yj 
to denote the unique biarc whose join point is J and q5 = arg(OJ) without any ambiguity. Then F* 
\ .~B'" .°. \ 
....... \ ¢~, 
=-=f 
l= .... (o  e= 
C~, / , "  lc 
(~) 0102 < 0 (b) 0102 > 0 
Fig. 2. Shape classifications of biarcs in terms of the JL circle. 
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can be represented by an interval I = [(~min, (/)max] where q~min and (])max can be obtained by the 
given 01 and 02. Following the computat ion introduced in [14], we can obtain the following 
formulae. 
(1) C-shaped biarcs: Without loss of generality, we assume 01 > 0, 02 < 0 and 01 + 02 < 0. Then 
two bounds of ~b can be obtained by 
(~min - -  ~ -- 01 "~- 02 and t~)max = rc + 301 + 02 
2 2 
and the curvatures of two arcs can be given by 
KI = sin (0,- 02)sin (--2~+301+02+rc)/ (-2~b + O, - O, + re) 
2- 4 a sin 4 , (2) 
= sin (.01 -- 02) -- - -302- -  + Oz+ ~2 . . 2 sin (2~b 01 ~.)/a sin (2~ 01 4 ~). (3) 
(2) S-shaped biarcs: For simplicity, we only give the case when 01 > 0, 0 2 > 0 and 01 > 02 as 
follows. 
~bmi n __ 7~ - 01 -~- 02 and q~max -- ~ + 01 -~- 02 
2 2 
. sin(°1 °0sin( 
4 4 ' 
Xz=s inC1-Oz)  s in ( . -249+Ol+302+~) /as in (2C~+O~--02-~)  
4 4 " 
5.2. Search interval and search method 
According to the previous discussion, the feasible biarc F¢ has its corresponding ~b ~ [q~min, t])max] 
where qSmin and q~max can be obtained by the given 01 = arg(T1) and 02 -- arg(T,). In other words, 
the single biarc approximation problem is equivalent to find a ~b* ~ [~min, ~max] such that the error 
function 
E~(¢) = Eo~(F*, Yo) = max {e l  ( (~) ,ez( (p)  , . . .  ,en(~b)} 
is min imum at ~b = qS* where ei(q~) denotes the closest distance from point V~ to biarc F, .  
In the following, we prove the error function Eo~ (~b) of approximate biarc V, is unimodal in 
I = [(~min, q~max]" Hence the techniques developed in the previous ections can be used to search for 
the optimal approximate biarc. 
Lemma 6. The distance function ei(49) is unimodal in the search interval I = [(~min, t~max'],for every i, 
l <~i<.n. 
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Proo£ For simplicity, we only consider the C-shaped case where 01 ~" 0, 02 < 0 and 0a + 0 2 < 0. 
The other cases can be proved similarly. Differetiating xa and 1<2 defined in Eqs. (2) and (3) with 
respect o th yields 
.1 sin(Ox-O2) sin(O'+O -)2 
= < 0 and Ox2 
~dp 2~sin2 ( _ 2~p + O14 02 + n ) t~p 
sin  02) sin 
2~sin2 ( 2~b +01 -02-n  ) 4  
<0. 
As curvatures ~1 and/£2 are decreasing with respect to q5, the radius of corresponding two arcs are 
increasing. Hence biarcs F~, q~ ~ I, display the similar monotonic property described in Lemma 
3 (see Fig. 3). By the same token, we can prove that ei(q~) is unimodal in I. [] 
By applying Theorem 2 and Lemma 3 we have 
Theorem 7. The error function Eo~(dp) is unimodal in I = [~bmin, (])max]' 
Since the error function is unimodal in a bounded interval, techniques developed in Section 3.2 
can be used to search for the biarc with the minimum error. The major difference is the termination 
condition, which is given in the following theorem. 
Theorem 8. Iflc~l - q521 ~ e then [E~(q51) - E~(q52)[ ~< roe where ro is the radius of J L  circle. 
Proofi Let the biarc Y~, be composed of Yf  and Yf  with join point Jx, and the biarc F~2 be 
composed of Yf  and Yf  with join point J2. If point A e Yf  then dist(A, Y¢2) ~< dist(A, Y f )  ~< 
dist(Jx, Y f )  ~< dist(J1,J2) ~< rol~bl - ~b21. If A e Yf  then dist(A, F~2 ) ~< dist(A, Y f )  ~< dist(J,, 
Y f )  ~< dist(J1,J2) ~< rolqSx - q~21- Hence dist(A, Y~:) ~< rolq~l - ~b21 for all A 6 Y~. Similarly, we 
can prove dist (B, Yo,) ~< rol~l - ~b21 for all B ~ Y~2. Then, by a similar argument in Theorem 3, we 
can prove ]Eoo(qSx) - E~(~2)[ ~< roe if 14)1 - (~2[ ~/~" [] 
'~ and 82 = 0 and 02-- ~" 81 = 81= ~ - - -~  
Fig. 3. The monotonic displacement of biarcs with respect to given directions 0x and 02. 
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6. G ~ piecewise arc approximation 
In this section, we consider the approximation ofdigitized curves by using piecewise arcs with G 
continuity. First, select proper knot points according to the methods introduced in Section 4 and 
estimate tangent directions at knots. Then compute the approximate biarcs between each pair of 
adjacent knots. Since the adjacent biarcs share the same point and tangent direction, the piecewise 
curve is G 1 continuity. 
Note that in practical applications, the curve is inherent to be sharp at some points, called corner 
points. So these points have to be identified in the preprocess stage to avoid smooth fitting. Typical 
corner detection algorithms can be found in [10, 12]. For the determination f tangent directions, 
several methods have been introduced in [2]. We use the least squares approximation to find 
a local quadratic fitting curve, and then use its tangent direction as the expected tangent direction. 
7. Experimental results 
In this section, some experimental results using polygonal approximation, G O arcs approxima- 
tion, and G 1 arcs approximation are given for comparison. The cone intersection method [5, 22] is 
implemented for polygonal approximation, and the proposed algorithms in this paper are imple- 
mentated for G O and G 1 arcs approximations. Several pictures are scanned from scanner, and the 






Fig. 4. Results of different approximations: (a) the given digitized curve, (b) polygonal approximation, (c) G O arcs 
approximation, and (d) G 1 arcs approximation. 
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testing patterns with image size of 256 × 256. We specified the maximum error e to be 2 where the 
interpixel distance is defined as a unit length. All programs are implemented in C language and are 
run on a Sun/Sparc 10 workstation. Table 1 shows the number of segments and the total execution 
time (in seconds) required in these approximations. It shows that G O arcs approximation produces 
a more compact representation at the cost of CPU time and G t arcs approximation generates a fair 
curve at the cost of more segments. 
Moreover, several knot selection algorithms discussed in Section 4, namely, (a) incremental 
search, (b) doubling search, (c) recursive subdivision and (d) dynamic programming, are compared. 
Table 2 lists the experimental results obtained. It indicates that the dynamic programming method 
requires the smallest number of segments as expected, but takes extremely long execution time. 
From the aspects of the computation cost and the simplicity of representation, the doubling search 
method is rather suitable for practical applications. 
Finally, the performance of our G O arcs approximation is compared to those of the Piegl's 
algorithm [19], the Rosin and West's algorithm [21, 23] and the geometry method [24], and the 
performance of our G1 arcs approximation is compared to that of the Meek and Bolton's algorithm 
[13]. In these experiments, all the compared algorithms use the same knot selection technique 
(doubling search method) to approximate the digitized curves within tolerance e = 1. Table 3 
Table 1 
Comparison of polygonal approximation and arcs approximation: (a) cardioid, (b) hyperbola, (c) mushroom, 
and (d) face 
Image # (pts) Polygonal approximation G O arcs approximation 
# (lines) Time # (arcs) Time 
G 1 arcs approximation 
# (biarcs) Time 
(a) 435 18 0.011 4 0.18 4 0.07 
(b) 465 15 0.012 5 0.21 5 0.15 
(c) 512 19 0.013 9 0.20 8 0.13 
(d) 630 23 0.016 10 0.22 12 0.22 
Table 2 
Comparison of several knot selection techniques: (a) incremental 
search, (b) doubling search, (c) recursive subdivision, and (d) dy- 
namic programming 
Methods G O arcs approximation G 1 arcs approximation 
# (arcs) Time # (biarcs) Time 
(a) 12 0.68 14 0.58 
(b) 10 0.23 12 0.30 
(c) 15 0.12 20 0.17 
(d) 9 2850 7 1603 
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Table 3 
Comparison of G o arcs approximation algorithms: (a) mushroom, (b) swan, (c) horse, and (d) trade- 
mark 
Image #(pts) Piegl Rosin and West Geometry method Ours 
# (seg) Time # (seg) Time # (seg) Time #(seg) Time 
(a) 512 14 0.10 13 1.37 12 0.38 12 0.20 
(b) 992 38 0.20 34 2.71 31 0.95 32 0.45 
(c) 1099 71 0.21 67 2.67 62 1.02 62 0.47 
(d) 1477 53 0.32 47 3.90 38 1.18 38 0.63 
Table 4 
Comparison of G l arcs approximation algorithms: 
(b) mushroom, (c) face, and (d) swan 
(a) cardioid, 
Image #(pts) Meek and Bolton Ours 
# (seg) Time # (seg) Time 
(a) 429 12 0.08 6 0.12 
(b) 512 17 0.13 13 0.22 
(c) 638 25 0.17 16 0.23 
(d) 992 49 0.28 36 0.38 
shows the results for G o arc approximation. Of all the algorithms compared, the geometry method 
requires the smallest number of segments as expected, but tends to take more computation time. 
Although the Piegl algorithm has the shortest running time, it requires the largest number of 
segments. Through these tests, it can be observed that our solution requires a nearly equal number 
of segments o the optimal solution [24] at a less cost of computation time. Table 4 summarizes the 
results for G 1 arcs approximation. It indicates that our algorithm results in a more compact 
representation at the cost of reasonably small amount of computation time. Such a compact 
representation is important for some applications such as graphics database, which stores thou- 
sands of cartoon drawing, font patterns and garment patterns. The compactness of the representa- 
tion not only saves the storage but also provides as simpler epresentation for further processing. 
8. Conclusions 
Piecewise curves approximation is often used as a compact representation f a digitized curve. In 
this paper, the problems of approximating digitized curves by arcs are discussed. Our major 
contribution is to develop iterative algorithms which converge to the best fitting arc and fitting 
biarc. Then using these results, we develop iecewise arcs approximation algorithms according to 
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different knot selection strategies. Empirical tests are given to demonstrate the quality and the 
performance of proposed algorithms. 
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